CROSSWORD
No. 15,643 Set by WANDERER

P has the same meaning throughout

ACROSS
1  Overdue by one fortnight, initially gets back in this position? (6)
2  Cobbler’s headless nail from second Bible story (8)
9  P reached around lunchtime? (6)
10  The FT’s said composer is a P (8)
12  Bride's bottom drawer, although not primarily a P (8)
13  Game Boy’s P (6)
15  One who can predict P elsewhere will be out of country (4)
16  Supply euros to conceal libel that’s involved insurgent (10)
19  Fourth Sunday in Lent, or alternative special date in month (7,3)
20  P’s soft fruit, informally (4)
23  P of sheep, for example (6)
25  A new setter, one taking care of P (8)
27  P getting sand eel about right (8)
28  Sailing ship making a right turn for P (6)

DOWN
1  People represented by P putting flower amongst fruit (7)
2  Posh people in motel brought about profit from working (9)
3  In part, is this a P? (6)
4  A university lecturer in Penzance, employed as a P (4,7)
6  Those swimming largely with king or queen that's beheaded P (8)
7  P using soft reddish pigment (5)
8  Sheep transported to American city once (7)
11, 26  P of weathercocks sailor found in market (7,4)
14  See 5
17  P elsewhere losing support, having first sold one a new female slave (9)
18  Gets worse again, where errors are concerned (8)
19  Fruit content lacking for both Morisot and Uccello (7)
21  Launch a venture (7)
22  P showing bum you are texting about? On the contrary (6)
24  P’s love for a P (5)
26  See 11

Solution 15,642
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